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Gerald Griffin to be third center director
GeraldD. Griffin, aFlightDirec- Dynamics in Fort Worth in1962and

tor here during all eleven manned worked with the Guidance and
Apollo missions, will return toJSC Control Group in the Engineering
as Center Director at the end of Department, where work included
this year, NASA Administrator F-111 A/B design and spacecraft
James M Beggs announced last proposal preparation.
week. In 1964,Griffin came to JSC as

Griffin will succeed Dr. a Flight Controller in the Flight
Christopher C. Kraft Jr., who re- Control Division, Flight Operations
cently announced his plans to Directorate. His areas of specialty
retire at the end of this year, were guiclance, navigation, control
following the first operational and propulsion systems. He wasa
flight of the Space Shuttle now FlightControllerforfouryears, and
scheduled for November. from 1968 to 1973 he was a Flight

Griffin, who is currently Vice Director in Mission Control.

President of Scott Science and He was lead Flight Director for
Technology, Inc. of Scottsdale, Apollos 12,15, and 17, withagreat
Ariz.. has held a number of posi- deal of time at the console during
tions within NASA. He was pre- lunar surface activity. He was on
viously Deputy Director at both the the Flight Director team during all
Kennedy Space Center and the eleven manned Apollo missions.
Dryden Flight Research Center,

In 1973 he moved to Headquar-
and served in several posts at ters as Assistant Administrator for
NASA Headquarters.

He was born in Athens, Texas in Legislative Affairs, where he was
1934 and graduated from Texas responsible for NASA liason with
A & M University with a B.S. in Congress. In 1975 he became
aeronautical engineering in 1956. Deputy Associate Administrator
Upon graduation, he was commis- for Space Flight Operations,
sionecl a 2nd Lieutenant in the U.S. where he was involved in early
Air Force and from 1956 to 1961 Space Shuttle planning, user During the early minutes of the Apollo 12 lunar landing in November 1969, then-Flight Director Gerald

served as a navigator/rada r inter- policies and pricing policies. D. Griffin, seated, confers with Dr. Christopher C. Kraft Jr., who was Director of Flight Operations at thetime. Griffin will succeed Kraft to become the third JSC Director later this year.
cept officer with F-89 Scorpions Griffin moved to the high desert
andF-101 Voodoos. of California in 1976 when he launch and landing preparations Affairs, University Affairs and re- working as Vice President for

In 1961 he moved to Sunnyvale, became Deputy Director of the being made for Shuttle, as well as ported directly to the Administra- Systems Engineering and Manage-
Cal. to become a missile systems Dryden Flight Research Center. activities related to expendable tor. He was also the NASA Transi- ment with the company, which
engineer with Lockheed Missile There his duties included manage- launch vehicles, tion Officer when the Reagan Ad- specializes in research and
and Space Co. His primary areas ment of NASA aircraft flight In July, 1980, he took on a dual ministration took office, development of high technology
of specialty were guidance, con- research programs and Shuttle role as Deputy Director at KSC In June, 1981 he returned to full products and systems. Scott
trol and propulsion systems in his Approach and Landing Test prep- and Acting Associate Administra- time duty as Deputy Director at Science was founded by former
work with real time systems aration, tor for Extemal Relations at Head- KSC, and shortly thereafter ac- astronaut David R. Scott, whoflew
analysis of satellite data in the From 1977 to 1980, he was quarters. In the latter role he man- cepted a position with Scott on Gemini8andApollos9and 15.
Satellite Test Center there. Deputy Director at the Kennedy aged NASA's Offices of Public Science and Technology, Inc. of Griffin and his wife, the former

He became a senior aero- Space Center, where he was Affairs, International Affairs, Lancaster, Cal. in August, 1981. Sandra Jo Huber of Brownwood,
systems engineer with General responsible in the checkout Govemment4ndustryAffairs, DOD Since that time, he has been Texas, have two children.

Crews announced for STS-7, 8 and 9
_. Astronaut crews for the seventh

and eighth flights of the Space

ShuttleandthefirstSpacelabmis-sion have been announced by

STS 7 Crewmembers for STS-7 are
Robert L. Crippen (Captain, U.S.
Navy), commander, and Fredrick
H. Hauck (Captain, U.S. Navy),
pilot. Mission specialist astro-

_' _. nauts will be John M. Fabian
(Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Airi

! Force) and Dr. Sally K. Ride.

j_ STS-7isto beasix-dayflight
• of the Orbiter Challenger, with a

Robert L. Crippen Fredrick H. Hauck Sally K, Ride John M. Fabian planned launch in April 1983. Its
payloads are to be a German shut-
tle pallet satellite (SPAS), the sec-
ond Office of Space and Ter-
restrial Applications instrument

STS 8 package (OSTA-2), a Canadian
,,,. communications satellite

(TELESAT-F)and an Indonesiancommunications satellite
(PALAPA-B1).

STS-8 is scheduled for launch

in July 1983. Announced as mis-sion commander is Richard H.
Truly (Captain, U.S. Navy), and as
pilot, Daniel C. Brandenstein
(Commander, U.S. Navy). Mission

Richard H. Truly Daniel C. Brandenstein Dale A. Gardner Guion S. Bluford Jr. specialists will be Dale A. Gardner
(Lieutenant Commander, U.S.
Navy), and Guion S. Bluford Jr.,
(Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air
Force).

STS 9 This three-day mission is to be
the third flight of Challenger.
Payloads will be an Indian com-
munications satellite (INSAT l-B)
and NASA's tracking and data

relay satellite (TDRS-B), the sec-

ond and final element in a system
to give nearly full-time voice and
data communication between or-

bitingSpaceShuttlesandmission
control.

John W, Young Brewster H. Shaw Jr, Owen K. Garriott Robert A, Parker (Continuedon page2)
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( Space News Briefs ) Orbiter needs only minor

sun'sener,,*o,m.,bewea,he,,.o,o,rework before STS-4An 18-month decrease in the Sun's energy output, recently detected by
an instrument aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite, may have

been a factor in this year's unusually harsh winter, say scientists at the The Orbiter Columbia, now in isolation pad adhered to the quilted plastic film liner has been
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. These findings may be the first direct obser- turn-around refurbishing at the spacecraft's aluminum skin. planned for installation in Colum-
vation of a cause and effect relationship between the Sun's energy out- Kennedy Space Center, will need The toilet which gave Jack bia prior to STS-4 for several
put and changes in Earth's weather and climate. A persistent decrease only minimal modification and ser- Lousma and Gordon Fullerton years.

of a tenth of a percent in the total amount of solar energy reaching Earth vicing for the fourth and final or- problems on STS-3 has been Technicians are also replacing
was detected over an 18-month period by the Active Cavity Radiometer bital flight test, now scheduled for removed and returned to the a heat interchanger, part of the
Irradiance Monitor aboard Solar Max. "These kinds of small butpersis- late June. manufacturer. Also removed were spacecraft's cooling system,
tent trends in solar irradiance are believed to have been causes of The solid rocket boosters and some of the six payloadbaytelevi- which was found to have problems
climatic changes in the past," said Dr. Richard C. Willson, principal in- the rust colored external tank were seen cameras, two of which failed during a routine inspection. The
vestigatcranddesigneroftheexperiment."Thisisasmallchangeinthe mated April 16 and17, andCo/um- during STS-3. Officials believe removal and replacement had not
total energy output of the Sun, but has great potential significance for bia is scheduled to be hoisted to long periods in shadow, or "cold been planned.

the Earth's fragile ecosystem." The irradiance monitor is one of three out the vertical and join that stack in soak," apparently caused power While Columbia's main engines
of seven instruments aboard the troubled Solar Max which continues to mid-May, circuits to trip out. Changes in the are still in place, their high pres-
gather useful data. The satellite attitude control system lost precision Before then, however, techni- logic circuits are expected to sure fuel pumps have been pulled.
pointing capability in December 1980. Scientists are studying the results clans will remove and densify ap- make them less sensitive to low A seal was bad on the pump forof the experiment and correlating them with such global climate indica- proximately 800 thermal protec- temperatures.
tors as average temperatures, ice coverage and sea level to evaluate teen tiles. During the STS-3 launch, Another anomaly from STS-3 is main engine number two and was

sent back to the manufacturer for
the full effects of the drop in solar irradiance. 36 full heatshield tiles and per- still being diagnosed. Early in the

tionsof 14 others separated from flight, one of the spacecraft's service. Technicians have also

Ion engine completes f f years in space Columbia's upper nose and from three auxiliary power units (APU) pulled the low pressure oxygen
The premise has long been that while thrust levels may be low, the out- the body flap beneath the main was powered down when a water pump on engine number two.Schedules call for the installa-
put can last for years with solar-powered ion-electric rocket engines, engines. These tiles were in low- spray system for cooling the APU
and SERTII has proved that after 11 years in space and a 1,6 billion mile temperature areas, and none had gearbox apparently froze. The teen of two STS-4 payloads, the
journey. SEnT II, an experimental ion-electric engine, was launched into been densified. Most of the critical APU, supplying hydraulic pressure Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
Earth orbit in February 1970, and since then has circled the planet more tiles on Columbia's underbody and for main engine swiveling and rud- System and the Induced Environ-
than 56,000 times, lt has been a major testbed for this type of propulsion, Iower wing surface were densified der and eleven control surface ment Contamination Monitor, in
which is seen as a likely candidate for use on future comet and asteroid prior to the first flight, movements, functioned normally about a week.
rendezvous missions, as well as for varied near-Earth applications. Ion The remaining several thousand during entry and landing. Causes A spokesman for the Kennedy
rocket engines convert gases to ions and electrons and then obtain of the 31,000 total tiles will be of the one-time freeze-up are still Space Center also said Launch
thrust by accelerating them using electromagnetic fields. The basic fuel densified between flights and dur- being diagnosed. Director George Page is recover-
on SERT Il is liquid mercury. Two experimental ion thrusters are mounted mg Columbia 's planned modifica- Work has already begun on in- ing satisfactorily from a triple
aboard SEnT II, which is managed by the Lewis Research Center. The teens following STS-5. Densifica- stallation of a new payload bay heart bypass operation, and is cur-
next in-space test of ion-rocket engines will take place in 1983, with the teen improves the bond between liner to reduce Orbiter contamina- rently expected to be on hand for
launch of the Ion Auxiliary Propulsion System spacecraft, designed by the tiles and the Nomex felt strain teen reaching payloads. The theSTS-41aunch.
Lewis and built by the Hughes Research Laboratories.

Airborne observatory captures SfS-3 reentry
An airborne infrared telescope caught an image of the STS-3 reentry
heating pattems March 30 after two previous unsuccessful tries. The
Gerard P. Kuiper Airborne Observatory, operated by the Ames Research
Center, recorded the Orbiter with a 91.5 centimeter (36-inch) telescope
as Columbia raced overhead at a height of about 185,000 feet and a
speed of Mach 15.6. The project, intended to provide research data for
advanced aerospace technology, is known as IRIS, or Infrared Imagery
of Shuttle. "We got a beautiful image," said Dr. William Ballhaus, Ames
Director of Astronautics. The image revealed hot spots on the underbody
and temperature gradations.

Bulletin Board
JSC Aero Club accepting applications
The JSC Aero Club is now accepting new membership applications for
flying at the club rates. Members may rent a Cessna 150 for $20 an hour
(wet) or a four-place Piper Archer II, with auto-pilot, air conditioning and

full IFR panel for $30 an hour (wet). Members dues are $25 per month. This logo for the STS-4 mission was designed by the prime crew, Commander Thomas K.
The planes are based at Houston Gulf Airport in League City. Two club Mattingly and Pilot Henry W. Hartsfield. The mission is currently scheduled for launch in
members are certified flight instructors available for beginning lessons late June.
or advanced flight instruction. Membership is open to JSC employees
and contractors. Experienced pilots are desired, but non-pilots may join

andleamtofly.Formoreinformationormembershipapplioationforms,Cookin' in the Cafeteria )call J.D. Haptonstall at x5285, Dennis Morrison at x5281 or B. Mercantel
at x2314.

Clinic to conduct blood pressure screenings Week of May 3 - 7, 1982 Thursday: Chicken Noodle Soup; Tuesday: Celery Soup; FriedBeef Stroganoff, Turkey & Dressing, Shrimp, Pork Chop w/Applesauce,
High blood pressure affects about 60 million people in the U.S., and the Monday: French Onion Soup; Beef BBQ Smoked Link (Special); Lima Turkey a la King, Chinese Pepper
JSC Clinic will be holding screening clinics in various locations around Chop Suey, Polish Sausage w/German Beans, Buttered Squash, Spanish Rice. Steak (Special); Au Gratin Potatoes,
the center during the week of May 3 to give information and advice to Potato Salad, Breaded Veal Cutlet Friday: Seafood Gumbo; Broiled Breaded Squash, Buttered Spinach.
those who may be affected here. Clinic officials say high blood pressure (Special); Okra & Tomatoes, Green Turbot, Liver & Onions, Fried Shrimp,
is a debilitating condition that increases the risk of strokes, heart at- Peas. Standard Daily ltems: Roast Beef, Meat Sauce & Spaghetti (Special); Wednesday: Seafood Gumbo;
tacks and kidney failure. Because there are no symptoms, however, Baked Ham, Fried Chicken, Fried Fish, Green Beans, Buttered Broccoli, Fried Catfish w/Hush Puppies, Braised

Chopped Sirloin. Selection of Salads, Whipped Potatoes. Beef Ribs, Mexican Dinner (Special);
some people who have high blood pressure make the mistake of stop- Sandwiches and Pies. Spanish Rice, Ranch Beans, Buttered
ping medication. Clinic officials urge those who have not had their blood Week of May lO - 14, 1982 Peas.
pressure checked lately to drop by any of the various screening ses- Tuesday: Split Pea Soup; Salisbury Thursday: Green Split Pea Soup;

sions to be held during the week. Look for the JSC pink sheet announce- Steak, Shrimp Creole, Fried Chicken Monday: Beef & Barley Soup; Beef Corned Beef w/Cabbage & New
ment with dates, times and places. (Special); Mixed Vegetables, Beets, Chop Suey, Breaded Veal Cutlet Potatoes, Chicken & Dumplings,

Whipped Potatoes. w/Cream Gravy, Grilled Ham Steak, Tamales w/chili, Hamburger Steak
Weiners w/Baked Beans (Special); w/Onion Gravy (Special); Navy Beans,

Bicycle club to celebrate Bike Day May 9 Wednesday: Seafood Gumbo; Buttered Rice, Brussels Sprouts, Buttered Cabbage, Green Beans.
May is national Bicycle Month, and the JSC Bicycle Club invites every- Fried Catfish w/Hush Puppies, Braised Whipped Potatoes. Standard Daily
one to celebrate C lear Lake Area Bike Day on Sunday, May9. Riderswill BeefRib, BBQPlate, Weiners&Beans, Items: Roast Beef, Baked Ham, Fried Friday: Seafood Gumbo; Deviled
meet at Clear Lake Park on NASA Road 1 around noon, and events Shrimp Salad, Stuffed Bell Pepper Chicken, Fried Fish, Chopped Sirloin. Crabs, Broiled Halibut, Liver & Onions,
should last until at least 4 p.m. Free events include short neighborhood (Special); Corn O'Brian, Rice, Italian Selection of Salads, Sandwiches and BBQ Link (Special); Buttered Corn,
rides, a longer ride for mature riders, films on bicycle racing and bicycle Green Beans. Pies. Green Beans, New Potatoes.
safety, and short fun races. Snacks will also be available. For more infor-

488-3557.mati°n'callJudyAllt°natx2666°r333-2218'°rDianeDaleyatx2781°r Crew s

meetMexicanAmerican Engineering Society to The first flightof Spaoelab--'C°ntinuedfrom page 1, cSPace°.... noun -dup)The Mexican American Engineering Society (MAES) will hold the next the joint project between NASA
monthly meeting at 11:45 a.m. May 5 at the Loma Linda Restaurant on and the European Space Agency .
NASA Road One. All engineers interested in the MAES are welcome to -- is presently scheduled for
attend. For more information, call Ralph Gonzalez at x3758, launch in September 1983 aboard The Roundup is anofficial pubhcation

of the Nahonal Aeronauncs and Space
Adr'-ir_lslrat,on LyndonB Johnson

_\ • Space Center Houston Texas and _s

oubl,shede,,ery other Fr,day by the

PuDIBcAffa_,sOffice for all sl3acecenter
employees Roundupdeadhne ls the

STS-9. Mission commander for the
seven-day flight is to be John W.

Information service seeking volunteers Young and pilot will be Brewster
The Cancer Information Service of the University of Texas M,D. Anderson H. Shaw Jr. (Major, U.S. Air Force),
Hospital is seeking volunteers for telephone counseling work, Mission specialists will be Dr.
"Telephone counselors can make a tremendous impact upon the peace Owen K, Garriott and Dr. Robert A.
of mind and decisions of callers faced with the problems of cancer," Parker. Additionally, two payload "

said Janice Allen, an M.D. Anderson Hospital spokesperson. Counselors specialists--one each from NASA ___._....._. _--_..___are trained and asked to work a maximum of three and a half hours a and the European Space Agency
week. For more information, call Edith Booth at 792-3363. -- will be named at a later date.
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Interview .)

Christopher C. Kraft Jr.
Two years beyond the threshold, the D/rector announces retirement

ing achievement of the 20th Cen-
NASAcrossedthethreshold,he tury."

says, in the spring of 1980, when Kraft: I believe it was. And you
theproblemsof engines,tiles and can't leaveouttheSpaceShuttle.
a thousandandoneotherdetails TheShuttlewasbornonthewings
began to be resolved into fixable of those three programs. We

commodities. _" learned a great deal from those
It was another milestone for 'T-J,,_ programs about how to do thisJSC Director Christopher C. Kraft

Jr., a time he looks back on as a business that we're in. The whole
key period in the development of system design concepts, the re-
the Space Shuttle. Like the Mer- dundancy schemes, the flight con-
cury, Gemini and Apollo programs trol aspects of it, the computer
before, bringing Shuttle on line / relationship with the human beingand how it controlled the machine
wasan evolutionarystep,a con- -- all of thesethingscameout of
tinuation of the process Chris

Kraft hasbeenan integralpart of j _ thosethreeprograms.TheShuttlethen turned out to embody all of
for the last quarter century. "- _ those kinds of experiences and

The developments he has been memories, if you will, and is the

at the center of are too numerous C 'tg_e at _,_e ready, most sophisticated machine of theto mention here, but his chief f,rst FJlght
legacy may well be Mission Con- Director surveys the floor 20th Century, there's no question
trol, a name and a room syn- of M_ss_onControl dunng about it.
onymous with the American space the Gemini 6 and 7 run Roundup: What about world histo-dezvous ,'n 1965, top left ry in general? You probably want
program, and the rules by which explains t*_eSqu[*Jeto re- to avoid hyperbole, but don't you
that world is governed, porters .,n 1976. top think the American space program

Now Kraft is on the verge of center: and monitors :" ranks beyond even the achieve-
departure, scheduled to leave STS 1 _,rogress dunng t,_e '_ ments of the 20th Century?
JSC sometime after the fifth Space tense ear.'y moments of ,_ Kraft: Well yes, t do, but that is a
Shuttle flight in November. Time the fhgnt, Fop ngnt. Left, ....-b very egotistical thought. We have
Magazine, in a cover story in Kraft appears on the cover
August, 1 965, said it seems of T,me Magazine's. Aug been intimately involved in it, and
"almost prophetic" that Kraft, 27. 1965 ,ssue, and tries we have been sheltered by and
named for Christopher Columbus, on aq ear,'y Shuttle from many other different problems

f spacesu,'r ,'n !976. ngnt. that faced organizations. I don't
was born in the year of the 400th _ _! Below ne s#ares an e×ul mean by that that there wasn't a lot
anniversary of that explorer's most _ tant moment w_th Robert of politics involved in what we did,
famous voyage. Now his career Gdru[h ddr,',qg the run- but our big challenge was to deal
with NASA will be ending almost _ u dezvous oft.he two Gemini with nature, and not the socio-
exactly 25 years after the Space FUgH'r'u,=r:C_OR spacecraft, s,'_1965
Age began, as another milestone economic problems. It wasn't until
is passed-- the adventof Space we reallygot intotheShuttletime

period that we began to become
Shuttleoperations, sucha politicalelementinvolved

Duringa busyweek of inter- in budgetary implications and
viewsfollowingtheannouncement dealingwith criticisms.We hada
ofhis intentiontoretire,Krafttook lot of thatto dealwith inthespace
timeoutto answersomequestions programwhenwe started,but it
fortheRoundup: wasof a differentnature.I don't
Roundup: We hate to see you go. mean that Dr. Gilruth didn't have
Kraft: Well, it had to happen
sometime.I've got a lot of great thosethings to deal with every
friendshereatJSCandthatwill be day,he did.But it wasn'tuntil we
the hardestpart of it all. I can't gotto theShuttlethatwebeganto
emphasizetoo stronglythatthese be on theothersideof the powercurve in my opinion and got in-
peoplearoundhereare the best volvedin all this budgetaryprob-
thereare,and I hopethey realize lemandtryingto keeptheAgency
it. They reacted to many very aliveandsurviving.It wasn'tthat
difficult situations over the last ten

yearswhileI was director,and "_ before.
before that when I was in Flight ' Roundup: Did it ever appear to
Operations.Theydeservetheac- ill you that NASAas we knew it in

those20yearswasinsomesortofcolades, jeopardy?
Roundup: Is it fair to say that the
de_3th of talent here is something Kraft; Oh yes. I believe in that
unique not only to NASA but to the He allowed the organization to Kraft: No, I didn't figure that up, cared and appreciate the tech- 1976 to '79 time period, we had a
government as well? develop responsibility in many but l know l've been here since the nology more than I could have. tough time in NASA to make sure
Kraft: I don't think it's only unique different fields and depended upon beginning and I know it's almost They understand the intricacies of that we didn't_ allow this thing to
to NASA or unique to the govern- the strength and wisdom of the 25 years. There are a lot of things this whole thing. It would have fall down around our necks. We
ment -- I think it's unique to the people he had working for him. He that go into making up your mind been foolish for me to even think had to make sure that we con-
United States or any other place in was very wise in the way in which about what you are going to do. that, so no, I didn't think about tinued to get the political support
the world. I don't think you will find he managed. I have tried to use the You can't stay in any one position being flight director. I cherished necessary in Congress and had
any organization in industry or same philosophy when I was in forever. You have to move on, the position I had in this thing. It we not paid attention to that, we
anyplace else that has the class of Flight Operations and since I've people have to change their way was different for me, becauselhad could have lost the program, yes.
people we have here. Theyarenot been director, l believe that if you ofthinkingaboutthings, l'vehadto the responsibility for the whole It could have become an R & D
only a class group, they have give people the responsibility for do that a number of times in my thing, and I now know how Bob program instead of the operational
nothing but the best interests of the job and expect them to do it, career. I remember very vividly Gilruth felt when we used to fly program that is going to result.
the space program and the United then they will do it well and get it when I was a flight director, and I back when I was a flight director. It Roundup: It also seems that with
States at heart when they do any- done better than if you start trying was also then head of Flight is a different thing to be responsi- the maturing of NASA there was

thing, to keep your hands in there. I think Operations and it was obvious that ble for the whole machine as well perhaps a tendency on the part of
Roundop: What accounts for that? that kind of attitude has permeated I had to get out of being flight as the way it is operated, both by the media to be not quite as forgiv-
Is it because this has been such a this organization at all levels. I director. But that was a very the flight controllers and theastro- ing as in the early days.

goal-oriented facility over the think they all understand that it is difficult thing for me to do because nauts. That was a very tremendous Kraft: Very much so. l think there
years? an important way to do business, I wanted so strongly to remain in undertaking, it was a hell of a were people who began to look at
Kraft: There are a lot of things with but few exceptions, that business but I couldn't do it. I responsibility and it was a very us like a wounded animal, and felt
which make it up. In the first place, Roundup: Is that "consensus just didn't have the time to devote frightening experience the first like, 'Well, we're going to attack
the people really believe that what management?" Is that the key to to it, and frankly I didn't have the time that Orbiter flew. So no, I that thing.' That's the nature of the
they are doing is important to the it? mentality after awhile to carry it didn't really covet that position, human being. And yes, I think there
country and to the world. They Kraft: I'm not a student of man- out. It takes people who are because I knew I couldn't do it. was a great deal of that in the
believe that it is supported by the agement, and I don't even know a younger, it takes people who have Secondly, if I was going to covet media. I criticized them for it then
President of the United States and lot of the terms that go with the capacity to deal with those anything, it would be to literally fly and since. But we survived, and I
others in power. They believe that various types of management. I kinds of things, and people who in the machine. There's no ques- think we did survive because we
the people in the country are think it comes from an intuitive are more familiar with the tech- tion l would like to fly in the Space had, again, the strength of an
behind us, that we actually stand type of thing that Bob Gilruth had nology of the times. It took some Shuttle. I think it would be one organization, particularly at the
for the people. That's where it and I believe I've had, primarily very good council by my friends to beck of an experience. I was Johnson Space Center, within
starts. Secondly, we have had high because it was probably con- advise me that I should be thinking hopeful that before my time ended NASA, to survive, lthinkit took the
goals from the very beginning, we tagious. I'm hopeful that those who about giving up that particular kind in the space program I might be Johnson Space Center for NASA
had very tough jobs to do. The lead in the future will have sense of activity, given that opportunity. I knew I to survive. And I think that the
leadership had a great deal to do enough to follow those same kinds Roundup: All practical considera" was probably kidding myself but I powers that be better damn well
with it. You have to start with Bob of principles, tions aside, would you have liked had some faint hope that it might recognize that that's the case for
Gilruth, because he was an ex- . Roundup: Did you know that your to be flight director for a Shuttle happen, the future.
emplaryman. He built an organiza- departure will coincide almost ex- mission? Roundup: The whole process of Roundup: Because why? Be-
t/on, he was a terrific manager, actly with the beginning of the Kraft: Yes, but I don't think I had setting up the space program, and cause of that pool of talent?
He's never given credit for that, space age 25 years ago? the capacity to deal with that. then going through Mercury and Kraft: Yes. Because I think we do
but he did lay the groundwork on Kraft: Well, yes... These gentlemen who do that job Gemini and Apollo, you've charac- have assembled here an organiza-
which this organization was built. Roundup: Did you figure that up? today are much more sophist/- terized as "the greatest engineer- (Continued on page 4)
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Kraft
(Continued from page 3} Kraft: Yes and no. The nerve- all that flame and fire coming out of

tion made up of very great people wracking part of the flight was the there, and you recognize all of the
that has got to be accounted for. first ten minutes. And that's always energy that is associated with that
These kinds of things are tenuous been my feeling. I've always had -- anybody who doesn't realize
as hell. You don't know what that feeling. It's an inherent part of that's the most dangerous part of
makes morale. You don't really un- the makeup. The place where the space flight, and the time when
derstand those things. You think danger exists is in the launch things can go wrong you have no
you do, and you try to work with it, phase. We had never flown this control over, doesn't understand
and you try to make sure that you configuration before, and we the business.
haven't done things that are going thought we knew all the answers. Roundup: NASA has just an-
to wound it to the point of death, But you never know that you know nounced some new crews for the
but in the end, it's really a very all the answers. You just do not future. Besides all the capable
tenuous thing, and you have to be have the test facilities or the people in those crews, they also
very care(ul that you don't destroy analytical capability to develop all happen to include one woman and ;_r
it. of the answers to everything. Until one black. Any reflections on what
Roundup: In that light, wouldn't it the thing went through the first ten that means as far as the ac-
seem remarkable that morale did minutes, I was not convinced ab- cessibility of space in the Shuttle
not plummet during the period from solutely that we knew what we era?
1975 to 1981 when there were no were doing. I can't express it any Krafl: Well certainly it has public
manned space flights? stronger than to say I was very affairs effect, but that isn't the
Kraft: Yes. And I think it took the frightened by those ten minutes, reason we did what we did. Space
leadership of people like Bob Particularly the first two, because flight is for all, not for the few, as
Thompson and Aaron Cohen in this that's when you pass through the any kind of travel has been in -1
organization to make sure that it high dynamic pressure phase, the man's history. We started with the Kraft once likened his role to that of a symphony conductor, making
didn't fall down. They were the high roach number phase, the sled and it ends up with the Space music out of a number of different parts. As this photo shows, the
epitome of strength. My job in that vibration and noise environment Transportation System. All people comparison to an epic movie producer seemed just as apt to the peo-
was to help them in every way I and then the separation of those are going to use the transportation pie who hung this sign on his console in 1971.
could and support them. rockets away from the tank. All of that is developed. We are begin- resupply things in space, a place everybody's mind. It should be. It
Roundup: What event convinced those events were worked on. Bob ning to see the usefulness of what to bring things to and take things doesn't take any great vision to
you that the Shuttle would indeed Thompson and his engineering we are developing begin to show. from, not only from the Earth to this see that that's what you want to
fly? support here at JSC worked on Roundup: Can you look to the place, but from there to the other do. We are very foolish if we plan it
Kraft: I don't think it was any them and worked on them and next 25 years for us, with an eye to places you want to go -- different any other way. If we try to do it
event, Again, in about the spring of worked on them. And we didn't the role JSC might play in two orbits, geosynchronous orbit, or piecemeal and say, 'Well, let's just
1980, around l would say March or know what else to do. We thought prospective ventures -- the to visit the planets, or go back to think about the next five years, and
April, we crossed the threshold, we had all the answers, but you Space Operations Center and a the Moon. So you see, therefore, a let's do something that puts our
We began to understand the tile are never sure of that until you manned mission to Mars? need to have aplace for people to nose in the tent,' it will be a very,
problem and the engines and the have done it. And recognize, Kraft: As I've said before, JSC is work, a place to operate as a base very lousy thing to do and could
whole system. We then began to again, it was the first time we had going to be in the center of any in space -- a place to store equip- stunt the space program for years
feel comiortable with it, realize ever done that before, tt was the kind of development in the space merit, a place to have factories, a to come. We the managers of
that we had the solution to the first time we ever 10ut men on this program as far as I can see into the place to assemble things, not only NASA must insure that that doesn't
problem and it was then a matter of thing and had not had some in- future. And I think you can see, to be used in space, but to operate take place. We must demand that
getting it done. We atJSC, andthe flight tests in an unmanned mode with some reasonableness, for in space. That leads to the this thing be done in an orderly
people at Marshall, who were of various aspects of the opera- about 25 to 30 years. And that's capability then of doing whatever fashion. It may not be done at the
responsible for the development lion as we did in every other pro- what NASA and the country ought one wants to do in space, whether rate we want it done because peg-
of the tank and the rockets and the gram. But I must admit, that was a to be doing. We ought to put our- it's to build very large antennas for pie can't supply us with the money
engines, we all came to the very, very harrowing exi3erience, selves out about 30 years hence, communications systems, or to to do it, but we would be very
realization about that time period. Roundup: Even more so than, say, and say, 'Now what do we visual- have factories in space, or to build foolish to do it any other way than
We had to convince the manage- concerns you might have had in ize is going to take place? What up solar satellites for producing that.

ment of NASA of that yet. I know John Glenn's flight or any of the do we want to be doing, and what electrical power, or to go to the Roundup: Are you optimistic you
that's when I arrived at that other early ones? do we see as the tools which will Moon, mine the Moon and use its will succeed in that?
realization, and I think the rest of Kraft: No, no, } said, every time be required to make this thing pay resources. And obviously, if man
the team did also, or I wouldn't one of these things fly, and I will off for the country in many different wants to go to Mars, or wherever it Kraft: Yes, I'm very optimistic I
have. never feel otherwise -- maybe I ways?' You have to recognize that is, even out of this solar system, think we have a great chance of
Roundup: The first flight of will 20 years from now -- but when is requires extensive operations in you're going to do it from space, selling those ideas in the next year
Columbia -- was that somewhat those engines light up and those space. It requires places to work So it's just a natural evolution. It's or so.
nerve-wracking for you? rockets start burning and you see in space, it requires places to surprising to me that it is not on Roundup: We hope so too.
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submitting or cancelling ads is 5 pm. the first Wednesday after publication Send ads to AP3
Roundup, or deliver them to the Newsroom. Building 2 annex No 0hone-in ads wilt be _aken Swap
Shop is open to JSC federal and on-site contractor employees for non-commercial personal ads

Property & Rentals For rent: Lakehouse on Lake LBJ, covers, 27K miles, $6,000, neg. Call Video & Audio move, $.375.Call 474-5403.
For sale: Galveston condo, owner, Kingsland, week/weekends, swim, fish Mark M., x5871. New Philco 6 hour VCR, timer, HammondM-100 spinet organ, draw

excellent investment, rental service or ski, boathouse w/lift, sleeps 6-8. 1981 Toyota Deluxe pickup, long record one program while watching bars, presets, pedals, reverb, $900;
available, assumption, second lien Call Steve Hawkins, 482-1832. bed, 5 spd., AM/FM, AC, PS, Camper another, synchronous editing, $500. Leslie 147 tone cabinet, $300. Call
possible on equity. Call 488-3377 after For sale: Clear Lake City 3-2-2, on cover, 9,700 miles, $6,300. Call Mira Call Roberto, x5841, x2880, x2425 or 333-2359, evenings.
5 p.m golf course, fireplace, assume 13% VA McBride, x6226 or 337-4643.

For sale: nice small home near Bay, loan Call Nick, x3695 or 480-2500 1972 Chevy Nova, auto, AC, PS,PB, Wanted
2 BR, new carpets, central AC, fenced, For rent: 3-2 Clear Lake City house, 1 owner, 67K miles, runs well, kinda Boats & Planes Male seeking roommate to share
owner will finance, $49,000, ten per- Camino South, avail June 1, split clean, $990. Call Evans, x2181 or 21 foot I/O deteriorating in drive- Webster 2 BR, available June 1,
cent down, $490/mo. at low interest, bedroom plan and fireplace, $525/mo., 333-3569. way, open for fishing, runs, floats, $170/t_o. bills paid, plus $100 deposit.
Call Horton, 463-6130. first, last plus $250 deposit. Call 1978 Mobile Traveler mini motor trailer, make offer please. Call Frank, Cat1 Welch, x5111 or 554-6742, eve-

For rent: Friendswood 3-2-2, new 483-2880 or 333-2359. home, rebuilt engine, new tires, brakes x3314 or 332-7383. nings.
paint in and out, patio, fence, good Wanted to lease: 3-2-2 in Camino and U joint. Call Carl Watkins, Pilots, if you have 250 hrs. of P.I.C., Would like to join good deer lease.
location and neighborhood, $525/mo. South, El Lago or Miramar. Call 337-1160. fly my lull IFRSkyhawk for lOWcost and Call Jim Derbonne, x2281.
plus deposit. Call 482-6609. 474-5403 after 5 p.m. 1975 Mercury Marquis Brougham, 4 no monthly obligation. Call Bill Pruett, Want used canoe in good condition

For sale: Burnet County. 40 acres, cir., V-8, auto, PS, PB, PW, AM/FM x4491 or 487-3857 evenings, and Argus slide projector magazines.
beautifully treed property w/creek, Cars & Trucks stereo, cruise, $1,295. Call Ed Stelly, Retrac Pilots, if you are IFR rated Call Carl Watkins, 337-1160.
good deer and turkey hunting, owner 1980 Gran Prix, silver w/burgundy x2954 or 332-2041. w/500 tt, 100 ret., and 25 in Bonanzas, Want dresser and nightstand for
terms. Catl Steve Hawkins, 482-1832. interior, AM/FM/cassette, wire wheel 1972 Dodge Charger, V-8, PS, PB, callaboutiulllFRP35Bonanza,$30/hr, girl's college apartment. Call

auto, AC, AM/Strack, $900. Call Don maintenance reimbursement puts you 333-3071.
Prevett, x5495 or 480-1650. in the air. Call Bill Pruett, x4491 or Want ride from Friendswood to

_GilruthCenterNe _ 1966 COrvette COnvertible' 427/4 487-3857 evenings" NASA for 7:30 to 4 p m shift Leave

WS spd., very clean, all original, numbers Catamaran, 16' G-Cat, fwd. tram- Friendswood at 7 a.m. Call Bud Dish-
poline, trapeze, near new condition, inpton, 482-2417.

match, etc., $9,000. Call Dave Fuller, fastest cat under 18', trailer, $2,900. Want space memorabilia: stamps,Call x3594 for more information 333-8251 or 480-4481.
1976 Datsun 280Z 2 + 2, metallic Call Don, 488-3819, evenings, coins, autograptls, covers, photos,

Besides some new courses and events, the Rec Center also has a brown, mags, good mechanical condi- unusual and rare items. Call Frank,
new telephone number for information. That number is x3531. Callers tion, $5,000, neg. Call Tinsley, Computers x3836 or x38.37.
may continue to reach the Rec Center on their other line as well, x3594. 483-4231, x21 or 480-2222 after 6 TI 99/4 color computer JSC users
Classes and events in the near future include: p.m. group being formed, group discounts Found

Defensive driving -- Learn to drive safely and qualify for a ten per- 1976 Chevy Luv pickup, nice, 22 available, $300 for 16K RAM,26K ROM, One pair of ladies prescription
cent reduction in your auto insurance for the next three years. Class MPG, AC, auto, orange/red color, sell expand to 112K. Call J. Owen or R. glasses, found in parking lot ot Bldg. 9loan value $2626. Call x2761 or Savely for information, 554-2844 or on April 22, Call x2557.
meets from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 15. The cost is $15 per person and 482-7698. 488-5590 after 5 p.m.
space is limited. Miscellaneous

Karate -- Taekwando is the name of the game in this class which Cycles Household New Honeywell setback thermostat,
meets on a continuing basis Mondays and Wednesdays from 5:30 to 7 1980 Honda 400 custom, less than Twin bed, hand-made pine lrame, still in box, {or electric AC and gas
p.m. The cost is $20 per month. 5K miles, excellent condition, $1,300. captain's style, mattress, frame ex- heat, $50. Call Thompson, x4823.

Ladies exercise -- Designed to get you in shape, this class meets on Call Frank, x3314 or 332-7383. cellent, mattress very good, $45 for Whitetail deer head trophy, 8 point,
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5:15 to 6:1 5 p.m. The cost is $1 2 per 1973 Kawasaki 175, street legal, both. Call Tom, x3325 or Pat, x2251, expertly mounted, $125. Numerous
month. $300; 1973 Honda 75, runs well, $300. Walnut credenza, 3 sliding panels, mounted antlers, $5-1 0. Call

Call Frank, x3314 or 332-7383. modem, great for stereo equipment, 488-7882.
Softball tourney -- Enter now for our next tourney. ]'he tournament is 1977 Honda 750A, new tires, tubes, 60" x 18" x 29". Call 480-7785. Unitran Unihex eyepiece holder with

Men's "B" and Women's "B" League. The cost is $65 per team and the chain battery and more, custom leather Light fixtures, drapery rods, very four eyepieces, 25-5mm, barlow,
tournament will be held May 21 to 23. seat, luggage rack, windjammer, see at reasonable. Call 333-4669. diagonal, fitting case. $50. Call

Steak and roast sale -- To encourage greater use of our catering Bldg. 17 cycle lot, best offer over Small dorm-size refrigerator, ex- Samouce, x4727.
service, the Rec Center is able to offer for a short time a 20 percent dis- $1,850. Call Mike Drews, x4326 or cellent condition, $95. Call Joy, x2263 Paneled camper shell for LWB
count on all prime rib, roast and steak entrees. The Assembly Hall at the 480-1653. or 488-2897 after 4:30 p.m. pickup, fair condition, $50. 1965
Rec Center is available for luncheons, dinners and receptions, catering Magic Chef uni-bumer gas range, Mustang, good condition, $2,100. Call
to retirements, professional organization meetings, official functions and Pets used 4 months, like new, must sell, Ray, x5961 or 488-2316 after 5 p.m.

Beautiful Burmese lady needs a $100. Call 332-2756 after 5 p.m. Camper shell for full-size long bed
dinner dances. The menu is varied with a large selection of entrees to home, 3 yrs. old, neutered, gentle, free pickup, 32" height, paneled, $75. Call
choose from. Call x4921 for more information, to cat lover. Call Kerwin, 333-3930 Musical Instruments - Jim McBride, x6226 or 337-4643.

Children's dinner theatre -- The play "Rumpelstiltskin" will be pre- Pet black and white rabbit, metal Wurlitzer electronic piano, ideal for Sears 22" self-propelled lawn-
sented at the Rec Center May 15 beginning with a hot dog lunch at 11:30 cage, water bottle and litter box, $20. student practice with headphone outlet, mower, side bagger, 3 years, $75. Call
a.m. The play begins at 12:1 5 p.m. The cost is $2 per child. Call 488-0323 evenings, or combo with speaker outlet, easy to 333-3071.

NASA-JSC


